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D. Intelligence Gaps and Limitations 

The Soviet Collection Program 

109. Our understanding of the various mechanisms 
used by the Soviets and their Warsaw Pact allies to 
acquire Western space-related technology is adequate 
for determining the overall level of threat posed to 

i , 25X1 
25X1 
25X1 

information is less comprehensive, but still sufficient, 
for assessing those col1ection mechanisms that have 

Soviet Needs 

112. In assessing future developments, whether 
technologies or systems, there are obviously factors for 
which we cannot account Even if we could define 
completely the Soviet status in each of the technologies 
addressed in this Estimate, we would still face some 
serious uncertainties when attempting to predict fu
ture Soviet military developments. In many cases. the 
Soviets are as uncertain as we are about the outcome 
of their research. Future developments will depend 
upon the success or failure of various research projects 
decisions yet to be made, intentions that may change, 

bee leadership changes, and reactions to future US 
militar and militar -related s ace 
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Space System Critical 
Technologies 

Likelihood of 
flight Test 

Estimated Date 
of FirstFlight 
Test 

Soviet Benefits 

Soviet technologies now available 

Modular Space station K Large structures 
K Propulsion 
K Guidance and navigation 

High 1985-87 Demonstrate and develop 
technologicalcapability for long• 
term, continuous manned space 
operations including surveillance, 
experimentation, and 
manufacturing 

Space transportation K Propulsion 
Aerodynamics 
Cryogenic £ucl storage and 
handling 

K Materials 

High 1986-88 Heavy-lift launch capability, on 
orbit construction and repair 

Thermal protection system 
K Computing 
K Guidance and navigation (for 

space tug) 
IC Large structures 

Remote manipulator 
Power extension system 

IC Power sources 
Power extension system 

Spaceplane K Propulsion 
Aerodynamics 

K Materials 
Thermal protection system 

IC Guidance and navigation 
25X1 

high 1985-87 improved cross-range 
maneuvering capability, shorter 
response time for manned 
missions 

Spacecraft to spacecraft 
data relay 

1986-89 Improved communication 
coverage, reliability. and 
survivability 

K Attitude control 
Tracking 

25X1 

- -
Hybrid military 
communications 

High 1985-87 Improved real-timo military 
communications and survivability 
cf communications 

GLONASS navigation 25X1 1982 

1982 

Improved navigation accuracies 
for airborne and sea-based users 
Near-real-time reconnaissance Electro-optical 

reconnaissance 

K: Key-available now. 
P: Pacing-cannot start without. 
M: Major---expect to have when needed. 
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Table 2 
Application and Benefits of Critical Western Space 
Technology to Soviet Military-Related Space Systems 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Application and Benefits of Critical Western Space 
Technology to Soviet Military-Related Space Systems 

Space Svstem Critical 
Technologies 

Likelihood of 
Flight Test 

Estimated Date 
of First Flight 

Soviet Bene6ts 

Test 
Soviet technologies now available 
Geosynchronous launch 1984-86 Wide-area continuous 
detection surveillance capability 

________25X1____________________________
Developmental ASAT K Sensors 1976 Improved ASAT system 
(with fragmentation Thermal infrared or 
warhead) submillimeter wave 

K Signal processing 
Target/background 
discrimination 

Radio frequency ASAT K Power sources Low Late 1980s Multiple target capability: non• 
spacecraft or jamming K Signal processing coorbital engagement 
spacecraft K Microelectronics 

__________K________________________________ 

Soviet technologies not yet available 

Megawatt-class laser P o· d gy
ASAT 25X1 

Moderate Late 1980s to 
early 1990s 

Multiple target capability: 
noncoorbital engagement 

Low to moderate Mid-1990s 
(Multimegawatt 
class) 

P Power sources 
P Propulsion (multimegawatt 

Submarine (laser) 
communications 

Sensors General ret:onJJ11Umnce 
Electro-optic:al arrays Indications and warning with 

M Command and control worldwide visible and infrared 
Data relay (100 megabits real-time coverage through 
per second) satellite relay 

M Signal processing 
A/D conversion 
Digitalprocessing 

M Attitude control 
K Microelectronic 

K: Key-available now. 
P: Pacing-cannot start without. 
M: Major-expect to have when needed. 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Application and Benefits of Critical Western Space 
Technology to Soviet Military-Related Space Systems 

Space System Critical 
Technologies 

Likelihood of 
Flight Test 

Estimated Date 
of First Flight 
Test 

Soviet Benefits 

Soviet technologies not yet available 
Radar (Imaging) 25X1 
reconnaissance 

M Sensors 

25x1' O '•" • 

Moderate to high Mid-to-late 1990s Real-time monitoring 24-hour, 
all-weather reconnaissance for 
targetingflexibility 

K Mfcroelectronfcs 

Aircraft detection P Sensors 
25X1 

Moderate Mid-to-late 1990s Detect bombers, cruise missile 
carriers, tankers, transport-sized 
targets 

M Large structures 

25X1 I : 

JC Attitude control 
Large space station P Large structures 

M Attitude control 
K Life support 
K Power sources 

Nuclear power system for 
manned spacecraft 

1990-92 Continuously manned operations: 
sustained surveillance, 
experimentation, and 
manufacturing 

Soviet technology availability In the 1980s doubtful 

Particle-beam ASAT P Directed energy 
Ion source 
Accelerator 
Beam focusing and 
stripping 
Pointingand tracking 

M Power sources 
M Sensors 

Beam sensing for target 
acquisition 

Low Mid-to-late 1990s Multiple target capability: non
coorbltal engagement 

K Key available now. 
P: Pacing-cannot start without. 
M: Major-expect to have when needed. 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Application and Benefits of Critical Western Space 
Technology to Soviet Military-Related Space Systems 

Space System Critical 
Technologies 

Likelihood of 
Flight Test 

Estimated Date 
of First Flight 
Test 

Soviet Benefits 

Soviet technology availability in the 19801 doubtful 

Laser ballistic missile 
defense 

P Directed energy 
Laser source 
Thermally stable, adaptive, 
large segmented optics 
Pointing and tracking 

withheld per 25X1· · 

P Computing 
Battle management 

P Sensors 
Acquisitionand damage 
assessment 

Low to moderate Lato 1990.s to 
early 2OOOs 

Boost phase to midcourse RV 
defense: hard kill at 1.000 
kilometers 

Particle-beam ballistic 
missile defense 

P Directed energy 
Beam source 
Accelerator 
Beam focusing and 
stripping 
Pointing and tracking 

P Computing 
Battle management 

P Sensors 
Beam sensing for target 
acquisition 
Damage assessment 

Low 2000 ? Advanced boost-phase ballistic 
missile defense 

Limited area submarine 
wake detection 

P Sensors 
SAR 

P Sisnnl processing 

Low to moderate Mid-to-late 1990s High search rate; detection of 
surface manifestatlons of 
submarine wakes 

K: Key-available now. 
P: Pacing-cannot start without. 
M: Major-expect to have when needed. 
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Military Systems Critical Military Systems 
technologies 

______ 

Sensors 

Power sources K radio frequency spacecraft damage 
or Jamming 

K CLONA$ navigation M Particle beam ASAT withheld per 2K Particle beam ASAT K Large space station 
K Limited area submarine wake detec- K Laserballistic missiledefense 

tion P Particle beam ballisticmissiledefense 
P Laser ballistic missile defense Attitude control Large space station 
K Electro-optical reconnaissance Aircraft detection P Particle beam ballistic missile defense 
K Advanced electro-optical reconnais

sance 

P Radar (imaging) r

o

e

m

co

m

n

u

nnaissan

nicationsK Hybrid military c
Directed energy pK Geosynchronouslaunch detection Particle beam ASAT 

p LaJer ballistic missile defense M Megawatt-class laser ASAT p Megawatt-class laser ASAT 
p Particle beam ballistic missile defense

K Developmental fragmentation-war K Radiofrequency ASAT spacecraft or
head ASAT Jamming spacecraft

K Geosynchronous launch detection 
large structures space transportation systemP Laserballistic missile defense 

Modular space stationP Aircraft detection 
aircraft detectionP Particle beam ballistic missile def ense 25X1P Limited area submarine wake detec- p Largespace stationtion 

K Electro-optical reconnaissance Propulsion K Modular space station 
M Advanced electro-optical reconnais p Multi-mega.watt-class laser ASAT 

sance K Space transportation system 
M Radar (imaging)reconnaissance K Spaceplane 
M Neutral particle beam ASAT Guidance and K Modular space station 

navigation K Space transportation system 
H tarycommunications K space plane
Limited area submarine wake detec- ________withheld per 25X1 -tion Computing K Space tranportation systemp Radar (imaging) reconnaissance P Laser ballisticmissile defense 

K Geosynchronous launch detection P Particle beam balllstic missile defense 
M Aircraft detection 

Materials Space transportation system K Electro-optical reconnaissance 
K Developmental fragmentation-

warhead ASAT 
K Radiofrequency spacecraft damage Microelectronics K Radiofrequency spacecraft damage 

or jamming or jamming 
M Advanced electro-optical r~ K Advanced electro-optical 

sance reconnaissance 

Power sources IC Radar (imaging) reconnaissanceK Space transportation system 
P Megawatt-classlaser ASAT K Large space station 

K: Key-available now. 

C05512725 
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5X1
Table 3 
Developmental and Prospective Soviet 
Military-Related Space Systems 
and Critical Technologies 

ce 

 

P: Pacing-cannotstart without. 
M: Major-expect to have when needed. 
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Military System Critical Likelihood of Estimated Initial Soviet Benefits 
Technologies Occurrence Operational 

Capability 

Attack helicopter P Sensors Medium 1903-97 survivability firepower; agility 
K Materials all-weather operations; indirect 

armor and mobile target attack 

Fire~and-forget 25X1 
helibomc antitank 
mis.silc M Sensors 

25X1 

Medium 1993-97 Increased probability of kill and 
decreased launch platform 
vulnerability 

M Microelectronics 
LSI 
packaging 

Mobile high-energy laser P Directed energy Medium 1995-2000 improved battlefield air defense 
Pointing and tracking 

K Power sources 

Airborne laser Medium 1995-2000 Improved battlefield air defense 
long-range intercept; self-defense; 
strategic air defense 

Attack nt long range; supersonic 
speed; multiple simultaneous 
combat engagements 

RAM M high-altitude re- K Sensors High Before 1988-90 Near-real-time battlefield techni-
: I g , • connna n 

25X1 

Moored passive acoustic K Signal processing H igh 1986-90 Long~range detection on ap-
system follow-on K Computing proaches to major bases; im

Command, control, and proved defense of some SSBN 
communications and fiber operating areas 
optics 

Parametric sonar K Signal proccs.slng Low 1988-90 
I( Computing control; communications and bot

tom sounding; short€pulsenarrow 
beam with small aperture 

New low-frequency K Signal processing Medium 1990-93 Long-range detection by conver
hull-mounted sonar gence zone on<l bottom-bounce 

techniques 

Towed array K Signal processing Medium 1990-95 Reduced reliance on active sonar; 
K Sensors improved passive detection 

K Key-available now. 
P: Pacing-cannot start without. 
M: Major-expect to have when needed. 

£ire 
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Table 4 
Applications and Benefits of Critical Western Space 
Technology to Soviet Nonspace Military Systems 
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K Key ava able now, 
P: Pacing-cannotstart without. 
M: Major-expect to have when needed. 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Applications and Benefits of Critical Western Space 
Technology to Soviet Nonspace Military Systems 

Military System Critical Likelihood of Estimated Initial Soviet Benefits 
Technologies Occurrence Operational 

capability 

Airborne submarine 
wake detector (limited 

P Signal processing 
P Sensors 

Low to medium 1990-97 High-search-rate detection of sur
face manifestations of submarine 

area) wakes 
Follow-on high-energy K Directed energy Medium 1995-2000 Shipborne self-defense 
laser Pointing and tracking 

Advanced mobile and M Microelectronics High 1990-95 Centralizationandsurvivability 
airborne command and 

control 
of ICBM control; increased capac

decreased reaction time 
withheld per 25X1 

CIA Statute 
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•Top Secret (withheld per CIA StatuteStatute 
CIA Statute 

Table 5 
Critical Technologies Required by Soviet 
Nonspace Military Systems 

I Critical Military Systems Critical Military Systems 

I Technologies technologies 
25X1 Power sources 25X1 

Sensors P Attack helicopter 
M Fire and forget helibome antitank 

missile Directed energy P Mobile high-energy·laser 
P Long-range air-to-air missile K 
P RAM Mhigh-altitude reconnaissance 

p
25X1' , 25X1 

K Towed array Propulsion 

Airborne laser 

Signal processing P Fire-and-forget helibome antitank Computing 
missile 

K RAM M high-altitude reconnaissance 
aircraft 

25X1 
K Parametric sonar 

, M sys 25X1I 

Ilow-on 
K Parametric sonar 
K New log-frequency hull-mounted so 

nar 
K Towed array 

Materials K Attack helicopterP Airborne submarine wake detector 
Microelectronics M Fire-and-forget heliborne antitank25X1 mi

' ' ., missile 

Power sources K Mobile high-energy laser 
25X1 

K Key-available now. 
P: Pacing-cannot start without. 
M: Major-expect lo have when needed. 

CIA Statute 
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Annex A 

Apparent Soviet Attempted Duplication 
of US Systems and Subsystems 

4. Unlike the Soviet radar systems available in 1978. 
Seasat was capable of generating high-resolution radar 

ase our ju ments on the similarities of Soviet imagery from space. The long pulse duration was 
space system or subsystem char . I t .• . those I required to satisfactorily illuminate the targets in the

CIA Statute US space systems or subsystems. scene, the coherence and compression factors provided 
enhanced resolution in a · uth and range respective 
ly, and th · lly 
useful for 
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nformation on the US GPS 
available since the mid-

' Soviets couCIA.Statute .used it to help design their own system. 

Satellite Data Relay System 

11. The Soviet Satellite Data Relay System (SDRS) 
appears to be, at least in concept, a clone of the US 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). 
The Soviets have launched two 

12. The main features of the Tracking and Data 
Relay Satellite System are the ability to track satellites 
automatically and to relay data from other US satel
lites to a ground station in the United States. One of 
the prim f th t · th manned shuttle 
orbiter.CIA Statute 

13. The mission of the Soviet system, as stated in 
filings with the International Frequency Registration 
Board. is to relay data from low-orbiting satellites to 
ground stations in the USSR. The only users specified 
in the filings are manned Salyut-tyve space stations. 
The Soviet satellite, like the US satellite, will be placed 
in a stationary Earth orbit. The common frequency 
bands of both systems correspond almost exactly. {s) 

47 
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Annex B 

withheld per 25X1 
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Annex C 

Key Soviet Space Systems and Their Technology Needs 

Systems in Development
Technologies Now Available 

Modular Manned Space Station 

1. Soviet statements of intentions to build modular 
space complexes have been clearly borne out by 
testing which has taken place in the early 1980s. In 
June 1981 the Soviets docked Cosmos 1267 (a new 
Salyut-class space station module) to the Salyut-6 space 
station and performed dynamic testing. This was 
followed bv the docking and manning of another 
Salyut-class space station module (Cosmos 1448) with 
Salyut-7 in 1983. We believe the Soviets currently 
have all of the necessary technology required to 
construct an operational modular space station consist
ing of a core vehicle (possibly Salyut-8 with multiple 
docking adaptors) and multiple Salyut-class space sta
tion modules. Guidance and control algorithms and 
procedures for such a new structure will need to be 
perfected. The mission of a modular space station 
would probably be a continuation of activities present
ly done on the Salyut space stations, including military 
research, but probably with emphasis on space-based 
m • n a r g I ' f dicated space station modules. I e 

CIA Statute 

Space Transportation System 

2. The Soviets are developing a reusable space 
transportation system (STS) that includes development 
of a new heavy-lift launch vehicle, a shuttle orbiter 
that is virtually identical to the US shuttle orbiter, and 
probably an orbit transfer vehicle (space tug). Devel
opment of the Soviet STS probably began in the mid-
1970s shortly after cancellation of their SL-X-15 (TT-
05) heavy-lift launch vehicle program. At least one 
prototype shuttle had been produced in early 1983 
and was ed • I ghI • ' ng atop a Bison 
aircraft. CIA Statute 

3. The Soviet developmental shuttle orbiter is virtu
ally identical to the US shuttle orbiter in both appear-
ance and physical dimensions. The maier difference is 
that the US design has the large main boost engines on 
the shuttle orbiter, on- ' . " 

CIA Statute the launch vehicle. 

4. The new Soviet heavy-lift launch vehicle the SL
W 

) could occur in 

5. Comments by the Soviets in open literature 
imply that they are developing a space tug that would 
work in concert with their shuttle orbiter to retrieve 
disabled spacecraft and return them to low-Earth orbit 
or to Earth for repair. A space tug could also be used 
in the assembly of space stations and solar power 
platforms • th e I e o a e of Sovieto · e I a I 

spacecraft. CIA Statute 

6. The development of an STS will radically change 
the way the Soviets conduct a major portion of their 
space operations. It will allow such operations as on
orbit repairs and spacecraft retrieval-both of which 
will have particular significance to the Soviets in light 
of the short lifetimes of their current spacecraft. -
CIA Statute 

7. Because of its similarity in shape and size to the 
US shuttle orbiter, we believe that the Soviet shuttle 
orbiter will have similar payload capabilities and 
perform the same type of missions as the US system. It 
will probably provide passenger and cargo transporta-
tion to large manned space stations and also enable 
delivery, recovery, refueling and repair of new fam
ilies of spacecraft des· g d t be • . tibl . with the 
Soviet shuttle orbiter. CIA Statute 

8. While we believe the Soviets now possess the 
bulk of the technology required for the STS, they will 
have a continuing need to improve the supporting 
subtechnologies. Particularly valuable will be perfor
mance data on the operation of components of the US 
STS. This wi11 save the Soviets considerable time and 
resources and reduce risks. Such critical technologies 
include aerodynamics, thermal protection, and com
puting. Because of continuing Soviet interest in opti
mizing the use of their STS, they will also have a need 
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25X1for a grappling arm like the Canadian arm on the US 
shuttle orbiter and a power cxte II 
flights longer than about a week CIA Statute 

Spaceplane 25X1 CIAStatute 

9. The Soviets have in development, for probable 
o[Jerational deployment in the late 1980s, a reusable 
aerodynamic space vehicle that is about one-fifth the 
size of their shuttle orbiter. The vehicle will probably 
carry a crew of from two to four cosmonauts and a 
relatively small payload. CIA Statute 

and possibly to serve as a test bed for evaluating~the 
performance of materials during reentry withheld per CIA Statuteperformance withheld per CIA Statute 

11. The development of a spaceplane with the 
capability to perform the missions listed above would 
require a thorough understanding of lifting reentry 

10. We believe the spacecraft is being designed for 
multipurpose missions. Possible missions will include 
reconnaissance, satellite inspection and negation, and 
use as a crew transport vehicle. The Cosmos-1374-type 
vehicle, which we believe to be a subscale model of 
the spaceplane. 

ve ic e is pro a y to assess t e i 
the vehicle design 

body guidance and control capability, thermal protec
tion systems for reentry, and an aerocontrol system,ia 

Satellite-to-Satellite Data Relay System 

12. The Satellite Data Relay System (SDRS) will 
consist of a three-satellite network in geostationary 
orbit and two ground stations in the extreme eastern 
and western ends of the USSR. The purpose of this 

s elli 

Such a system could eliminate the need to use ineffi
cient store-dump systems for data retrieval from these 

25X1 
25X1 

' 

POTOK 

14. This system will consist of a three-satellite 
network in geostationary orbit and two ground stations 
in the extreme eastern and western ends of the USSR. 
The purpose of this system is to relay digital data from 
thus far undefined peripheral Earth stations to the two 
ground stations. (u) 

Soviets. This system is behind schedule. 

Global Novigotional Satellite System 

18. According to Soviet public statements, the Glob
a l Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) will consist 
of nine to 12 spacecraft and will provide navigational 
service both for ships and aircraft. The resultant 

sitioI 'II . 'bl b g d 30 
25X1 

25X1 

Hybrid Military COMSATS 

16. These spacecraft will provide real-time multi
band communications relay services to a large number 
of military users including airborne, naval, landland-fixed, 
and land-mobile users. withheld per CIA Statute 

17. The technologies needed for these satellites
including data relay, switching, and signal process
ing-are not new ones and present no problems to the 
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may however have aided CIA Statute.. . • evelop 
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Global positioning system
the Soviets in the design of their system. withheld per CIA Statute 

the Soviets in the next few years to test ne\sensorswithheld per CIA Statute 

and systems for detecting US SLBM launches. • 26. 
h s • t d •d t d I b d RF 

t e ov1e s ec1 e o eve op space- ase • 
22. weapons or iammers they would not lack any of the 

required technology. The Soviets could use existing 
launch facilities and boosters to place RF weapons or 
jammers at altitudes sufficient to deny US spacccraft
to-spacecraft crosslinks and uplink command and con
trol signals or to burn out sensitive spacespacecraft receiver 
components.~ 
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Electro-Optical Reconnaissance System 

20. The Soviet Union flight-tested its first near-real
tirne imaging space system in late 1982 and early 
1983. The spacecraft stored image data and subse
quently relayed it back to the Soviet Union through a 
developmental Soviet data-relay satellite in geosyn
chronous orbit designated as Cosmos 1366. The imag
ing spacecraft's sensors operated in the visible region 
in one spectral band, and we believe it provided a 
resolution of between 1.5 and 3.0 meters with associat-

• • e · . I . m 
25X1 

25X1 CIA 
( 

Geosynchronous Launch Detection System 

21. We believe that the Soviets will develop a 
network of spacecraft in geosynchronous orbits, possi
bly similar to US Defense Support Program spacecraft, 
to provide coverage of nominal launch areas for long
range SLBMs and possibly to supplement current 
Soviet coverage of US ICBM launchsites. Additionally, 
the spacecraft could provide detection of ballistic 
missile launches from Europe and China redundant to 
and slightly earlier than that provided by ground
based radars. Current Soviet launch detection space
craft (LDS) are in semisynchronous orbits. A geosyn
chronous spacecraft launched in March 1984 
apparently is intended to supplement current semi
synchronous LDS coverage of US ICBM fields. It is 
also possible that this is the first of several planned by 

Developmental Orbital Fragmentation-Warhead 
ASAT System 

23. The Soviets have had an operational fragmenta
tion-warhead orbital antisatellite system since at least 
1971 which uses a radar for target acquisition and 
homing. The Soviets have also been testin since 1. 7 
a developmental orbital interceptor. 

24. The Soviets need to improve the homing sensor 
if they are to achieve success in their developmental 
ASAT program. Technologies critical to this system are 
either visible, infrared, millimeter- or sub-millimeter
wa ve sensor technology with associated target/back
ground discrimination technology. We believe the 
Soviets ossess he 

Spoce-Bosed Rodiofrequency Spacecraft 
Damage or Jamming System 

25. As of the mid-1970s the Soviet General Staff 
was considering the problem of how to employ space
based jammers to interfere with military communica
tions and ground-based radars. Although the Soviets 
have the technological capability to deploy not only 
space-based iammers but also anti 
quency (RF) damage weapons, we 

building such a spacecraft byby the 1990s to be very low. 
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Future Systems-Required Soviet Technologies 
Not Yet Available 

Space-Based Laser ASAT System 

27. We believe the Soviet Union has a project to 
develop a space based laser system which would ini
tially have an antisateJlite capability but could be 
improved to allow other applications. It would offer 
the advantage of increased lethality over ground-based 
laser ASAT systems, would have no weather 
straint, would provide a multishot caoabilit 

he Soviets probably do not yet possess the 
. .. . for aI ) d r a megawatt-class ASAT 

CIA Statute 
I 

Submarine (Laser) Communications System 

29. Soviet spacecraft communications research has 
included efforts to develop a spacecraft-to-submarine 
laser communications link. The research was initiated 
about 15 years ago and involves experimentation with 
blue-green lasers that can be used to communicate 
with submerged submarines. 

place in space in the mid-to-late 1980s, followed by a 
first flight test of a submarine laser communication 
spacecraft in the late 1980s to the early 1990s withheld per CIA Statute 

nformation to 
e believe the 
in developing 
tion of the 
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25X1 

25X1 CIA 

Radar Reconnaissance (Imaging) System 

33. A radar-imaging reconnaissance system could 
augment the USSR's photoreconnaissance systems by 
obtaining images in all types of weather and lighting 
conditions. A space-based synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) is the most likely means for providing this 
capability. The Soviets have conducted R&D flights of 
SARs for nonacoustic A W 
197 

e time y nature o e information obtainable with 
such a system will also require near-real-time satellite
to-satellite data relay to the grou d st tionand lay of 
the results to appropriate users. CIA Statute 

Space-Based Aircraft Detection System 

34. We believe the Soviets perceive a requirement 
to detect and locate large US aircraft, specifically 
bombers and cruise missile carriers over certain criti
cal routes. 

35. Soviet exoerience with space-based real-aper
ture radars dates back to the first RORSAT in 1971. 
Further development, however, of sufficiently large 
antennas of accurate shape and which can he rapidly 
scanned, such as a phased-array radar, is required to 
detect aircraft. A 10-meter-diameter, 2-GHz-frequen
cy parabolic-dish antenna was tested in 1979 on 
Salyut-6 but it did not properly deploy. Soviet clutter 
suppression technology also needs to be improved 
significantly over that currently associated with the 
RORSAT. We believe that the indigenous Soviet tech
nology required for development of a space-based 
radar aircraft detections t · likelyl t b ailable 

CIA Statute .by the end of the 1980s. 

36. An infrared aircraft detection system would 
operate in the thermal IR (8 to 14 micrometers). It 
would require sensor elements small enough so that 
the aircraft occupies a significant fraction of the area 

of an element, and-depending on the scan technique 
used-a large number of detector elements (at least l 
to 10 million) to provide adequate coverage of the 
earth. The accuracy of spacecraft stabilization neces
sary for such a system would be about 3 to 10 
microradians. We do not believe Soviet indigenous 
technology required for an IR airer 
tem will be available until the 1990s. 

37. Spacecraft-to-spacecraft data relay is needed so 
that the ground station will have direct access to the 
spacecraft at all times. An onboard central processor 
will also be required to handle moving target detec-

Large Space Station 

88. By the early 1990s the Soviets' experience with 
their modular space station probably will be sufficient 
to allow the initiation of construction of a large space 
station. The components of such a station would be 
modules, each of the Skylab class that would be 
launched by the heavy-lift launch vehicle. We expect 
the assembly of such a station to take place over 
several years, with initial crew sizes ranging from 12 to 
20 persons. The Soviet STS would resupply and trans
fer crews to the space station. The uses of such a large 
space station would include: maintenance, repair, and 
control of spacecraft in orbit; a transnuclear conflict 
command post pending relocation/reconstitution of 
terrestrial authorities; military R&D; directed-energy 
weapons development; scientific and industrial work 
in a zero-gravity environment; stocking of fuel and 
supplies for lunar or planetary expeditions; and the 
assembly of interplanetary and other spacecraft that 
would be free of the design constraints imposed by the 
requirements of vibration and aerodynamicflow dur-

ing launch. -

39. Operation of the large space station for some 
activities will require new guidance and control tech
niques. The Soviets will need to study the dynamic 
properties of the large station, and both structural and 
distributed control will be needed if any large solar 
power arrays or other long booms are to be used. We 
believe the Soviets are considering the use of nuclear 
power sources for future manned spacecraft-possibly 
the large space station-to satisfy anticipated demands 
for power in space. New life support systems may be 
needed for the large station-perhaps a partially 
closed system using part expendable and part regener-
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ative components-because this will be a new, large, 
and segmented structure and t CIA Statute -

potentially great resupply needs. 
I 

Future Systems-Availability of Required Soviet 
Technologies in the l980s Doubtful 

Space•Based Particle-Beam ASAT System 

40. Since the early 1970s, the Soviets have had a 
research program to explore the technical feasibility of 
a space-based particle-beam weapon (PBW) system. In 
this effort, the Soviets have developed some technical
ly advanced components bu emI b • t_ h 

into a complete test system. CIA Statute 

41. A space-based PBW ASAT system would de
stroy or degrade its target by directing a beam of high
energy neutral hydrogen atoms against the target. 
Energy from the beam would be deposited in the 
interior components of the target as opposed to the 
surface deposition (surface heating) caused by laser 
weapons. Prime power levels on the order of hundreds 
of megawatts would be needed for a thermomechani
cal kill of the target. If only the electronics of. the 
target are to be upset, the prime power level required 
would drop drastically to the 100-kilowatt level-for 
similar ranges. Even for the lower prime power level, 
electronic upset is difficult to shield against. The 
technology requirements of a thermomechanical kill 
system, including precise pointing and tracking, are 
severe, and it is unlikely that the Soviets could test a 
prototype system earlier than the year 2000. Technol
ogy for a system intended only to upset spacecraft 
electronic systems could, however, be available by the 
late 1980s. A prototype system • e e oped a ndcou • • . • 

CIA Statute tested in the mid-to-late 1990s. 

42. In general, the required technologies for a PBW 
ASAT include: ion sources; ion beam acceleration and 
focusing; beam neutralization (stripping off of the 
extra electron); power sources; pointing and tracking, 
target acquisition, and damage assessment (which 
would include methods of sensing the beam in order to 
measure where the beam is going and the sensing of 
gamma rays or neutrons returned from an illuminated 
target) d d I nedd electronics for surviv
ability CIA Statute 

Space-Based Laser Ballistic Missile Defense system 

43. The development of a space-based laser ballistic 
missile defense (BMD} system would be more difficult 
than for a laser ASAT system. This is because greater 
laser energy would be required, many targets would 
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have to be addressed in rapid succession, and the 
targets and more difficult to• o d bee m I II • e 

damag CIA Statute 

44. Although a space-based laser BMD system may 
prove to be technically feasible1 such a system would 
require significant technological advances in large
aperture mirrors and in pointing and tracking accura
cy. Five- to 25-meter-diameter (depending largely' on 
the laser's wavelength) segmented mirrors would be 
required which employ adaptive optics to maintain a 
coherent beam (to allow delivery of maximum energy 
on the target). ln addition. orbit coverage would be 
needed of both ICBM and SLBM launch areas, and, 
since ballistic missiles are most susceptible to being 
tracked for only a short period after launch, a large 
number of spacecraft with rapid retargeting capability 
would be required. The system would require 
networking of the spacecraft and the use of a sophisti
cated onboard computer battle management system 
employing artificial intelligence in order to allow 
autonomous operation. In view of these requirements, 
which are in addition to those required for a laser 
ASAT system, we do not expect the Soviets to be able 
to test a laser BMD spacecraft until the late 1980s at 
the earliest. CIA Statute 

Space•8ased Particle-Beam Ballistic Missile 
Defense System 

·45. The requirements on this system are a combina
tion of the most demanding requirements of both the 
PBW ASAT and the laser BMD systems. Aspace-based 
PBW BMD system would be subject to the same fleet 
requirements as a space-based laser BMD system
large fleet sizes would be necessary for continuous 
coverage. The target return and damage assessment 
reQuirements would be more severe than for the laser 
ASAT or for a PBW ASAT-which would have only 
one target to assess. Beam sensing would be required 
for closed-loop tracking just as for the PBW ASAT. 
Because of these requirements, we do not believe the 
Soviets could test a prototype PBW BMD spacecraft 
by the year 2000. Major components of such a system. 
applicable also to a PBW ASAT sv tem • •. h • •. 

CIA Statute er, be tested before the year 2000. 

Space-Based limited-Area Submarine 
Wake Detection System 

46. The Soviets are actively studying ways of 
tecting submarine wakes using airborne radars 
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	Annex C Key Soviet Space Systems and Their Technology Needs 
	Systems in DevelopmentTechnologies Now Available 
	Modular Manned Space Station 
	1. Soviet statements of intentions to build modular space complexes have been clearly borne out by testing which has taken place in the early 1980s. In June 1981 the Soviets docked Cosmos 1267 (a new Salyut-class space station module) to the Salyut-6 space station and performed dynamic testing. This was followed bv the docking and manning of another Salyut-class space station module (Cosmos 1448) with Salyut-7 in 1983. We believe the Soviets currently have all of the necessary technology required to constru
	I e 
	CIA Statute 
	Space Transportation System 
	2. The Soviets are developing a reusable space transportation system (STS) that includes development of a new heavy-lift launch vehicle, a shuttle orbiter that is virtually identical to the US shuttle orbiter, and probably an orbit transfer vehicle (space tug). Development of the Soviet STS probably began in the mid1970s shortly after cancellation of their SL-X-15 (TT
	05) heavy-lift launch vehicle program. At least one prototype shuttle had been produced in early 1983 and was ed • I ghI • ' ng atop a Bison 
	aircraft.CIA Statute 
	3. The Soviet developmental shuttle orbiter is virtually identical to the US shuttle orbiter in both appearance and physical dimensions. The maier difference is that the US design has the large main boost engines on the shuttle orbiter, on
	-' . " 
	CIA Statute 
	the launch vehicle. 
	4. The new Soviet heavy-lift launch vehicle the SL
	W 
	) could occur in 
	5. Comments by the Soviets in open literature imply that they are developing a space tug that would work in concert with their shuttle orbiter to retrieve disabled spacecraft and return them to low-Earth orbit or to Earth for repair. A space tug could also be used in the assembly of space stations and solar power platforms • the I e oa e of Soviet
	o · e I a I 
	spacecraft. CIA Statute 
	6. The development of an STS will radically change the way the Soviets conduct a major portion of their space operations. It will allow such operations as onorbit repairs and spacecraft retrieval-both of which will have particular significance to the Soviets in light of the short lifetimes of their current spacecraft. 
	CIA Statute 
	include aerodynamics, thermal protection, and computing. Because of continuing Soviet interest in optimizing the use of their STS, they will also have a need 
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	for a grappling arm like the Canadian arm on the US shuttle orbiter and a power cxte II flights longer than about a week 
	Spaceplane 25X1 CIAStatute 
	9. The Soviets have in development, for probable o[Jerational deployment in the late 1980s, a reusable aerodynamic space vehicle that is about one-fifth the size of their shuttle orbiter. The vehicle will probably carry a crew of from two to four cosmonauts and a relatively small payload. CIA Statute 
	and possibly to serve as a test bed for evaluating~the 
	performance of materials during reentry withheld per CIA Statute
	11. The development of a spaceplane with the capability to perform the missions listed above would require a thorough understanding of lifting reentry 
	10. We believe the spacecraft is being designed for 
	multipurpose missions. Possible missions will include reconnaissance, satellite inspection and negation, and use as a crew transport vehicle. The Cosmos-1374-type vehicle, which we believe to be a subscale model of 
	body guidance and control capability, thermal protection systems for reentry, and an aerocontrol system,ia 
	Satellite-to-Satellite Data Relay System 
	12. The Satellite Data Relay System (SDRS) will consist of a three-satellite network in geostationary orbit and two ground stations in the extreme eastern and western ends of the USSR. The purpose of this 
	s elli 
	Such a system could eliminate the need to use inefficient store-dump systems for data retrieval from these 
	25X1 25X1 
	' 
	POTOK 
	14. This system will consist of a three-satellite network in geostationary orbit and two ground stations in the extreme eastern and western ends of the USSR. The purpose of this system is to relay digital data from thus far undefined peripheral Earth stations to the two ground stations. (u) 
	Soviets. This system is behind schedule. 
	Global Novigotional Satellite System 
	18. According to Soviet public statements, the Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) will consist of nine to 12 spacecraft and will provide navigational service both for ships and aircraft. The resultant 
	sitioI 'II . 'bl b gd 30 
	25X1 25X1 
	Hybrid Military COMSATS 
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	Global positioning system
	the Soviets in the design of their system. withheld per CIA Statute 
	the Soviets in the next few years to test ne\sensors
	withheld per CIA Statute 
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	Electro-Optical Reconnaissance System 
	20. The Soviet Union flight-tested its first near-realtirne imaging space system in late 1982 and early 1983. The spacecraft stored image data and subsequently relayed it back to the Soviet Union through a developmental Soviet data-relay satellite in geosynchronous orbit designated as Cosmos 1366. The imaging spacecraft's sensors operated in the visible region in one spectral band, and we believe it provided a resolution of between 1.5 and 3.0 meters with associat
	• • e· . I . m 
	25X1 
	25X1 CIA 
	( 
	Geosynchronous Launch Detection System 
	21. We believe that the Soviets will develop a network of spacecraft in geosynchronous orbits, possibly similar to US Defense Support Program spacecraft, to provide coverage of nominal launch areas for longrange SLBMs and possibly to supplement current Soviet coverage of US ICBM launchsites. Additionally, the spacecraft could provide detection of ballistic missile launches from Europe and China redundant to and slightly earlier than that provided by groundbased radars. Current Soviet launch detection spa
	Developmental Orbital Fragmentation-Warhead ASAT System 
	Spoce-Bosed Rodiofrequency Spacecraft Damage or Jamming System 
	25. As of the mid-1970s the Soviet General Staff was considering the problem of how to employ spacebased jammers to interfere with military communications and ground-based radars. Although the Soviets have the technological capability to deploy not only 
	building such a spacecraft by
	by the 1990s to be very low. 
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	Future Systems-Required Soviet Technologies 
	Not Yet Available 
	Space-Based Laser ASAT System 
	27. We believe the Soviet Union has a project to develop a space based laser system which would initially have an antisateJlite capability but could be improved to allow other applications. It would offer the advantage of increased lethality over ground-based laser ASAT systems, would have no weather straint, would provide a multishot caoabilit 
	he Soviets probably do not yet possess the 
	. .. . for a
	I ) d r a megawatt-class ASAT 
	CIA Statute 
	I 
	Submarine (Laser) Communications System 
	29. Soviet spacecraft communications research has included efforts to develop a spacecraft-to-submarine laser communications link. The research was initiated about 15 years ago and involves experimentation with blue-green lasers that can be used to communicate with submerged submarines. 
	place in space in the mid-to-late 1980s, followed by a 
	first flight test of a submarine laser communication 
	nformation to e believe the in developing tion of the 
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	33. A radar-imaging reconnaissance system could augment the USSR's photoreconnaissance systems by obtaining images in all types of weather and lighting conditions. A space-based synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is the most likely means for providing this capability. The Soviets have conducted R&D flights of SARs for nonacoustic A W 197 
	e time y nature o e information obtainable with such a system will also require near-real-time satelliteto-satellite data relay to the grou d st tionand lay of the results to appropriate users. CIA Statute 
	Space-Based Aircraft Detection System 
	CIA Statute .
	by the end of the 1980s. 
	36. An infrared aircraft detection system would operate in the thermal IR(8 to 14 micrometers). It would require sensor elements small enough so that the aircraft occupies a significant fraction of the area 
	37. Spacecraft-to-spacecraft data relay is needed so that the ground station will have direct access to the spacecraft at all times. An onboard central processor will also be required to handle moving target detec-
	Large Space Station 
	88. By the early 1990s the Soviets' experience with their modular space station probably will be sufficient to allow the initiation of construction of a large space station. The components of such a station would be modules, each of the Skylab class that would be launched by the heavy-lift launch vehicle. We expect the assembly of such a station to take place over several years, with initial crew sizes ranging from 12 to 20 persons. The Soviet STS would resupply and transfer crews to the space station. The
	flow during launch. 
	39. Operation of the large space station for some activities will require new guidance and control techniques. The Soviets will need to study the dynamic properties of the large station, and both structural and distributed control will be needed if any large solar power arrays or other long booms are to be used. We believe the Soviets are considering the use of nuclear power sources for future manned spacecraft-possibly the large space station-to satisfy anticipated demands for power in space. New life sup
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	ative components-because this will be a new, large, and segmented structure and t 
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	potentially great resupply needs. 
	Future Systems-Availability of Required Soviet Technologies in the l980s Doubtful 
	Space•Based Particle-Beam ASAT System 
	40. Since the early 1970s, the Soviets have had a research program to explore the technical feasibility of a space-based particle-beam weapon (PBW) system. In this effort, the Soviets have developed some technically advanced components bu em
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	41. A space-based PBW ASAT system would destroy or degrade its target by directing a beam of highenergy neutral hydrogen atoms against the target. Energy from the beam would be deposited in the interior components of the target as opposed to the surface deposition (surface heating) caused by laser weapons. Prime power levels on the order of hundreds of megawatts would be needed for a thermomechanical kill of the target. If only the electronics of. the target are to be upset, the prime power level require
	cou • • . • 
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	tested in the mid-to-late 1990s. 
	42. In general, the required technologies for a PBW ASAT include: ion sources; ion beam acceleration and focusing; beam neutralization (stripping off of the extra electron); power sources; pointing and tracking, target acquisition, and damage assessment (which would include methods of sensing the beam in order to measure where the beam is going and the sensing of gamma rays or neutrons returned from an illuminated target) d d I nedd electronics for surviv
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	Space-Based Laser Ballistic Missile Defense system 
	43. The development of a space-based laser ballistic missile defense (BMD} system would be more difficult than for a laser ASAT system. This is because greater laser energy would be required, many targets would 
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	44. Although a space-based laser BMD system may prove to be technically feasible1 such a system would require significant technological advances in largeaperture mirrors and in pointing and tracking accuracy. Five-to 25-meter-diameter (depending largely' on the laser's wavelength) segmented mirrors would be required which employ adaptive optics to maintain a coherent beam (to allow delivery of maximum energy on the target). ln addition. orbit coverage would be needed of both ICBM and SLBM launch areas, an
	Space•8ased Particle-Beam Ballistic Missile 
	·45. The requirements on this system are a combination of the most demanding requirements of both the PBW ASAT and the laser BMD systems. Aspace-based PBW BMD system would be subject to the same fleet requirements as a space-based laser BMD systemlarge fleet sizes would be necessary for continuous coverage. The target return and damage assessment reQuirements would be more severe than for the laser ASAT or for a PBW ASAT-which would have only one target to assess. Beam sensing would be required for closed
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	er, be tested before the year 2000. 
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